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The Ravensfield and Fenella buildings are currently leased to the university for
administrative and teaching purposes. The buildings will be reaching obsolescence by the
end of their current leases, are not of any architectural merit and do not complement nearby
historic buildings, failing to make the most of their key position on The Burroughs.
Barnet Council is proposing to redevelop this important site
and create a trio of architecturally outstanding landmark
buildings that will greatly improve the look and feel of this
part of The Burroughs, ranging from four to seven storeys
in height. They will greatly improve the frontage onto The
Burroughs compared with the current buildings and improve
the local environment with high-quality landscaping and a
boulevard atmosphere.
They also aim to encourage local biodiversity through use of
green roofs, green walls, and public green spaces outside.
This site will provide a mix of student accommodation, new
teaching and student facilities, with community and retail
uses at street level. There will also be two important new
civic buildings; the relocated Hendon Library and the new
Arts and Creative Industries (ACI) facility. Each of these iconic
buildings will provide attractive piazza-style public spaces
at their entrances, providing an exemplar high street with a
series of complementary uses.

Illustrative view looking north along The Burroughs

ARTS AND CREATIVE INDUSTRIES BUILDING
This will be a specialist building for the university’s
Faculty of Arts and Creative Industries. The exact
requirements for this space are to be determined by
the university but will include a performance space.
The building aims to provide an exceptional educational
setting, and will be designed to reflect changing needs
for the workplace and learning space of the future.
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